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Section 1 

Game Day Goals  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
Game Day Mound 

 
 

Postgame Report 
1. Strike/Ball Ratio. (70%-30% - Target). 
2. First Pitch Strikes.    
3. Best 2 out of 3. (Win 2 of the first 3 pitches). 

4. 2/2 counts VS 3/2 counts (Treat the 2/2 count like it’s a 3/2 count. Never run the count to 3/2). 
5. Strike outs / Walks / Hits.  

6. Second pitch strike outs.  
7. How did your second and third pitch feel. (Movement / Location) 
8. Where were you consistent on missed pitch’s. Why?  

9. Pitch count for outing. Innings with more than 13 pitches – Why?   
10. How does your arm feel?  

 
 

Unacceptable 
1. Walk leadoff hitter in any inning.  
2. 0-2, base hits. 
3. 0-2, 1-2 walks. Attack the plate. 
4. 2-0 counts – Never. 1-0 counts have to be followed with 1-1 results.    
5. 2 walks in one inning. (We don’t want two walks per game much less in one inning). 
6. 2 out walks. 
7. 2 quick outs followed by 2-0 count. (Stay focused, Stay aggressive).  
8. Failure to back up bases or plate.  
9. Poor body language, stay positive.  
10. Pitcher fielding throwing errors. (You’re expected to make all plays as any other in-fielder).  

(Don’t rush plays off the mound by setting up with bad fielding mechanics) 
11. Never allow base runners to get comfortable. Change rhythm to the plate and looks to the base.  

 
 

Expectations 
1. Focused pregame warm-up ROUTINE. Prepare properly. Use focus points during warm-ups.  
2. Pregame bullpen – understand fast ball movement. Establish second pitch. (Talk over with your coach 

and catcher what your second pitch feels like that day!!!!!!!).  
3. Pregame check list of signs with catcher. Discuss forward or backwards pitching. 
4. Have a goal before you toe the game mound. Began tunnel vision to the plate. 
5.  Warm-up throws from game mound. Give the umpire a consistent area (LOW) that he will focus on 

with all pitches. He’s sizing your strike zone up before you throw to the first hitter.  
6. Rhythm to the plate – work with good timing. Don’t rush but keep your defense alert.  
7. Focus on using fastball to locations first time through line-up. Pace your arm for off-speed use.  
8. Be prepared to through off-speed pitches for strikes, in fast ball counts.  
9. Make sure you don’t get a cold arm during long innings on the bench. Go over hitters for next half 

inning you’ll face.  
10. Always make adjustments immediately. If you walk a hitter with a consistent missed location, make the 

adjustment on the very next hitter. Learn to stop the bleeding quickly. Don’t allow a big inning due to a 
lack of understanding the adjustments we TRAIN for during bullpen work.  

 
 

TAKE CARE OF YOUR ARM AFTER EVERY OUTING – BULLPEN OR GAME - RUN. 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 2 

The Mental Game    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
Slow the Game Down 

 
 
We’ve all watched a game and remarked about a certain player that seems to always be in the right position to 
make a tough defensive play look easy. Or the hitter that seems to know what the next pitch is and takes full 
advantage of it. Or the pitcher that has a 0-2 count and slams the door on the hitter and they maintain that 

superior level of play throughout the game. 
 
 
 
 
Slow The Game Down: It’s that simple, while at the same time, this may be the toughest lesson to understand 

about playing any sport. But, it’s the athlete that understands how to accomplish this task that competes at the 
highest level. 

 
 
 
 
How do you Slow The Game Down? 

 By stacking the percentages in your favor.  

 Understand the situation before it takes place, visualization.  

 Expect to win because you’re the complete athlete.     
 
 
 
 
The Complete Athlete  

 It starts with passion for the game and a respect for the game played at a certain level    

 Believe in yourself and surround yourself with people that have the same belief  

 Never allow someone else to define who you are or what you’ll become  

 Visualize success   

 Practice repetition until making the right play or pitch is a thoughtless reaction  

 Repetitions with an absolute focus on repeating the task with precision each and every time  

 Challenge yourself daily to be better then you were the day before -never become content  

 Conditioning and the respect for being an athlete   

 Nutrition to feed the conditioning  

 Knowledge, don’t stop learning or being coachable  

 Absolute honesty, about your work ethic, your abilities, your performance  

 Understand that failure is the cornerstone to achievement  

 Control becoming frustrated when training for a new approach  

 
 
 

“Don’t practice until you get it right. Practice until you can’t get it wrong” 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Slow The Game Down – Win the Moment 

 
 

In any game, there can be a moment of doubt. Change your thought immediately. 
 

 

 Step off the mound and take a deep breath.  

 Understand that your opponent has the same pressure on him – to win the moment.  

 Don’t allow the game to get larger then that one moment.  

 Believe that your best pitch will be better than his best swing.  

 A respectable batting average is .300 or above. That still means you have a .700 opportunity for 
winning the moment, the percentage is clearly in your favor. Never forget that. Don’t pitch intimidated – 
attack the plate.   

 Get ahead in the count – early in the count. This shifts the dynamics of pressure onto the hitter. 

 If you have a runner on base, do your job – kill his lead. Then immediately shift your focus to the plate. 
Learn to segment your performance on the mound. Each segment is important and critical to slowing 
the game down for you to have success.  

 Most pitchers will slow their motion down to the plate when they fall behind in the count, or they have 
just walked the previous batter. Think just the opposite. Don’t push or place the ball to the plate- 
continue to attack the plate. Slowing your motion down only magnifies what is typically the real problem 
which is timing, balance or over throwing different grips.  TRUST YOURSELF!!!!!!!   

 Allowing a batter to take you deep in the count then getting a base hit or a walk is failure times two. 
With every inning challenge yourself to have the lowest pitch count as possible. Keep your defense in 
the game. Save your arm for the complete season – but it all starts with the first inning.  

 Deep pitch counts give the top of the order additional at bats – kill that opportunity by controlling the 
game early – pitch economically. Attack the plate.    

 Deep pitch counts at the start of a season usually results with a dead arm at the end of the season. 
Deep pitch counts have a compounding effect on a season in every aspect.    

 
 
 
 

 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Section 3 

Sabermetrics   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Game Day Objective 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes 

1. Cut out the spreadsheet and notes to review before you start your game day bullpen work.  
2. Review again during your down time while waiting to take the mound, after Catchers/Pitchers pregame 

line up discussion. 
Legend 

 
Green (Favorable Percentages)      Red (Negative Percentages) 

                                     Yellow (Marginal Percentages)       Blue (Focus – Use Movement) 

 

 
    AVG  SW % Ball % CALL STRIKE  

0-0 .338 27% 40% 33% 

0-1 .317 47% 41% 11% 

0-2 .156 51% 46% 4% 

1-0 .340 41% 34% 25% 

1-1 .332 54% 35% 12% 

1-2 .171 58% 38% 4% 

2-0 .368 41% 28% 31% 

2-1 .339 60% 29% 12% 

2-2 .189 66% 29% 5% 

3-0 .395 8% 33% 59% 

3-1 .352 56% 28% 17% 

3-2 .233 74% 21% 5% 

Fold Here  

TLC Marshals Pitching Objectives  

1. WIN the first pitch.  

2. WIN best 2 out of 3 pitches.  

3. NEVER walk lead-off hitter. They score 78% of the time. 

4. Never walk a hitter after a base hit. Shows you’re intimidated. 

5. Trust your best pitch to be better than the hitter's best swing. 

6. Establish an early low zone then widen it.  

7. Treat the 2-2 count like it’s a 3-2 count. NEVER allow 3-2.  

8. Deep counts - then giving up hits/walks - is failure X2.  

9. Change the hitter’s line of site. Increase his zone to protect.  

10. Be effective - don’t give top 4 hitters additional at-bats. 

Baseball is about understanding percentages and using them to WIN.   

When you make the hitter think you slow down his reaction time.    

Learn to load the percentages of failure onto the hitter - DON'T FALL BEHIND.   

NEVER ALLOW THE GAME TO GET LARGER THEN YOUR OBJECTIVE. GET OUTS. 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 3 

Pitching Absolutes   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Vertical Drop / Horizontal Drive / Linear Finish 

 
 

 
 

 
A. Hip Load / leg lift control / post leg flexed but not bent / never take  

       energy down then out / start tall, stay tall / head up and quiet / lift leg  
       heel to the plate / weight on top of post leg  
 

B. Strong elbow, set-up on receiver / equal separation – not long or short /  
       glove side establishes a compass for the backside travel / front shoulder  
       closed 
 

C. Lower half – post leg drive out / long stride to flat foot – closed toe /  
       store maximum energy in back hip before foot strike / post leg knee  
       extension / back foot down  
 

D. Shoulder and hip separation / external rotation in the pitching arm /   
       head centered on chest / back foot – laces down / optimum front leg  
       extension 
 

E. Clean and controlled glove tuck and elbow down / glove side shoulder  
       tilt for back side stability / shoulders tilted for proper ball flight angle /  
       chest leading the back-side shoulder to knee / head up or slightly titled  
       / forward trunk tilt  
 

F. Front leg extension / glove and elbow complete pull through / strike foot    
       pivot to the plate  
 

G. Head and chest beyond strike foot knew / head to the plate / back side  
       of throwing shoulder pointed to the receiver / leg kick indicates  
       explosive motion to completion   

     
 
 
 
 



Example 1                                                                       Example 2 

                
                (Mariano Rivera – more traditional load and drive)                                 (Tim Lincecum – extreme load and drive) 

 
 

About every 4-5 years there’s a new MVP that uses a slightly unorthodox style that every young 
pitcher thinks they need to duplicate. No one would teach Tim Lipscomb’s blind side load. No one 
would teach Clayton Kershaw’s drop and drive, even Kershaw admits he wouldn’t advise a young 
pitcher to load as he does. Lipscomb was a special athlete that could control tremendous motion to 
the plate consistently with great balance and without throwing across his body. Kershaw in HS had 
legs like tree trunks allowing him to take energy down then move out. Most average pitchers would 
get momentum stalled out behind the strike foot and never finish up and over. Another words, they 
each have special timing and load mechanisms that obvious effect the timing of a hitter and have 
mastered the control of momentum.  
 
That said, if you study most successful pitchers, you’ll find that basic elements and mechanic’s still 
exist throughout their motions to the plate. 
 
A common misunderstanding is if you teach velocity load movement then you’re lacking focus on the 
absolute objective – location and control. Not So. If you learn the proper mechanics to controlling 
greater momentum down the hill, that will translate to better control and better ball movement. Instead 
of balance and timing issues, a more aggressive motion doesn’t allow for extra movement and time 
which become obstacles for repeating separation, stride and finish with precise timing. By getting 
down the hill in a more athletic motion, the elements affected by timing are more likely to become 
consistent, smooth and repeatable. Basically – dumb down the process with limited movement but 
apply movement more directly to the receiver.      
 
Staying with the theme of dumb it down, pitchers typically over think their secondary pitches. 
Approach every pitch like the catcher just asked for a fastball. At some point a pitcher has got to 
completely trust this fact – allow the grip and wrist to take care of movement, not the arm, not your 
mind. Rely on the same upper body mechanics each and every time. There are other ways to slow 
the hip rotation down from engaging full force momentum. Never change your approach to the 
receiver.  
    

 
 

 



 

 Less is more  
Keep all movement north and south, never east to west. Pitching is a side step explosive move.    
 

 Grip the pitch 
Grip the ball like an egg. Use the seams. Stop overthrowing off-speed pitches. Trust your grip and 
wrist to finish off-speed pitches.   
 

 Equal separation  
Separate with control and equal balance from glove side to throwing side. Don’t short arm or long 
arm. Work timing with knee lift and hip drive.  Keep the weight off of the post leg heal.  
 

 Never slow your arm down 
Maintain the same arm and body speed to the receiver. Never slow the arm down for off-speed 
pitches. Think FB mechanics on every pitch. Keep it simple.  
 

 Keep your head quiet  
Keep your head still and finish to the receiver. Wherever the head goes, so goes the throwing 
shoulder.  
 

 Driver out power  
Never take energy down before you start energy out on post leg and hip drive. Accomplish post 
leg extension. Keep the back foot toe down till hip rotation has fired through. 
 

 Control momentum 
Instead of balance, focus on controlling momentum to the stride foot. Never stall out energy 
behind the landing knee. Keep front shoulder closed.  
 

 Linear finish 
Finish with chest and chin extended beyond stride leg knee, through stride leg extension. Focus 
on shoulders staying together through the exchange. Finish with maximum reach and complete 
through shoulder exchange.   
 

 Shoulder exchange  
Control glove movement each time clean to the chest side, then elbow through in order to finish 
with maximum arm extension and back of throwing shoulder pointed to receiver. Use shoulder 
tilt to create good ball travel angle to the plate. Flat shoulders equal’s flat pitches.  
 

 Make adjustment immediately  
Read what your pitch location is telling you and make needed adjustments. Don’t wait on a coach 
to make the adjustment for you. NEVER look into the dugout for help, if so, your next pitch will 
be in the BP before your next outing.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 4 

Baseline Mechanics  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Step 1: Pivot and wind up 

 

 

In the starting stance, a pitcher should have good balance and keep his shoulders relaxed and body squared off to the 
plate. 

The spikes of the pivot foot (pitching arm side foot) should be in front of the rubber and slightly open. The free foot (glove 
side foot) should be next to or slightly behind the pivot foot and about shoulder width apart. 

Start with the hands comfortably at mid-chest or the belt. The pitching hand and wrist should be held deep inside the 
glove, hiding the grip and ball from the batter and coaches.  

Lastly, a pitcher should keep his eyes fixed on the target to get the sign from the catcher. Stand tall, feel relaxed and take 
a deep breath. 

Focus Point: Keep the head quiet. Don’t rock back or off to side of Rubber.  

RHP most often toes the rubber on the right edge to help transfer of motion to stay in line to the receiver. A pitcher may 
want to run his FB away from the hitter or make is CB run away more but I think this is subject to the individual, his grips 
and comfort. Some pitchers will like running the FB into the RHH and will stay on the 1st base side of the rubber. Again, 
there are reasons for the alignment to the plate but this can be altered to some degree based on the pitcher and his 
capabilities. Personally, I like the pitcher to create angles to the plate by using either end of the rubber.  

 



 

Hand and glove lift  

If a pitcher has balance or coordination problems, he should lift his hands only to his chest or keep his hands still. Less 
movement means fewer things can go wrong. Timing with the knee lift will be critical.  

Rocker step 

The rocker step should be a short step of no more than 3-6 inches straight back, at a 45° angle, or a 90° angle to the side. 
The biggest problem that most pitchers will have is not hesitating during the step back. Keep the head in the center of the 
body—directly over the pivot foot—to stay balanced. Do not amplify this movement – it’s simply to allow the body to 
slightly turn. Nothing more.  

Pivot 

During the rocker step and pivot, avoid any weight shift outside the midline. The midline is a line drawn from the middle 
of the back foot toward the target. Every time a pitcher moves his body away from midline, it requires another (extra) 
movement to get back along that same line, which disrupts timing and momentum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Step 2: Leg lift 

 

 

 

Keep the knees close to the same vertical plane while the hip is 
loading and moving out.  

Once the pivot foot has been positioned, the pitcher is ready for a forward rock into the leg lift. As the leg comes up, 
make sure the pitcher lifts with the knee and does not swing up the foot, which puts many pitchers out of balance. The lift 
leg foot should hang freely straight down from the knee, strike foot toe pointed down. Heel starts to load to the receiver.  

The front hip rotates closed to a 90° angle or more, while keeping the weight back over a fairly straight firm posting leg to 
maintain balance. 

 

 

 



 

Step 4: Maximum knee height  

 

    

As the pitcher lifts his knee up to maximum height, but only to the point that he has no problem with maintaining balance 
on the post leg. The knee should also be angled back slightly over the rubber toward second base, which closes off the 
hips. A good rule of thumb for most pitchers is that maximum knee height is somewhere between 60% and 70% of a 
pitcher's body height. A pitcher may lift his lead leg knee up higher than 70% to the chest area if he can maintain good 
balance. This extra movement increases the force required by the pitcher to move his body down mound as he starts to 
expand sideways along midline, and can prevent a pitcher from generating good forward momentum. More times than 
not, a high leg lift does not improve velocity but only slows down forward momentum. 

Never drop the shoulders to meet the leg lift knee – keep the shoulders up – start tall - stay tall  

Poor posture can restrict force production and add more stress on the arm; a pitcher who leans forward or backward will 
not direct his forces in the most efficient and effective manner at the target. 

Good posture, however, allows the pitcher’s entire body mass to be directed toward the target. 

To experience good and proper posture, a pitcher should stand with his heels, buttocks, and upper back against a wall 
while maintaining the natural curve in the back. The chin and nose should be positioned directly over the navel. The spinal 
alignment signals good posture and is what should be used in the delivery. It is important that through this brief but 
powerful movement toward the plate that the head, although turned to look at the target, be oriented directly above the 
body. That results in the trunk being positioned correctly to execute the next segment in the movement sequence and the 
accumulation of momentum begins with a very substantial contribution. Proper posture is a great way to fix balance 
problems with pitchers: When a pitcher understands what good body posture is and can maintain that along with keeping 
his head level, while moving faster, his balance problem will often disappear on its own. 

 

 



 

During the leg lift up and at the top, keep a firm back leg. The back leg must not collapse during leg lift, nor prior to the 
stride toward home plate. Coiling the body during knee lift or over-rotating at maximum knee height slows the pitcher 
down as he must now reposition his body sideways before he starts his movement toward the plate. 

Remember, pitching is a linear activity or sideways activity. We never want to promote load movement that uncoils in a 
side to side rotation – north to south is the objective – any movement that’s not linear is a wasted motion.  

 

Proper hip load is the most misunderstood movement by a pitcher. Most pitchers try to drop the leg lift before they start to 
move out with the hip. Allow the hip to travel before the lift starts to lower and go towards the stride.  

Lead with the front hip 

In other words, get the butt out. As the stride leg lowers, the front hip should lead the movement toward home plate while 
the stride foot should move downward and slide just above the mound surface. 

Leading with the hip as long as possible and the back leg are the two keys for pitching success. 

The focus should be on a strong back leg drive to get the body and front hip moving faster and further toward the plate 
while the back leg drive provides stability, direction and the driving force of the body toward the target. As soon as the leg 
starts down from maximum knee height, the pitcher should aggressively drive away from the rubber leading with his front 
hip.  

Pretend there is an invisible coach behind the pitcher and at the moment the leg starts down from maximum knee 
height, pretend that the invisible coach is forcefully pushing the pitcher from the back hip aggressively forward. 

Once maximum knee height is achieved, the pitcher will start to stride along the midline to the target. This initial 
movement, characterized by the body moving sideways at the target, has the single biggest influence on final pitch 
velocity. 

 



 

Step 5: Stride 

 

Approximately 50% of ball velocity in the pitching motion is the resultant forces accumulated in the stride. Moving the body 
away from the rubber sideways and directing the entire pitcher's mass at the target has the single biggest influence on 
final pitch velocity. In order to produce maximum velocity, a pitcher must move his body as fast as possible in a side lunge 
going from the back leg to the front leg without stopping or hesitating. Stride length, therefore, is a good indication of how 
fast the pitcher is moving away from the rubber, as well as his ability to build forward momentum—both of which 
contribute greatly to pitching velocity. Once maximum knee height is achieved, the pitcher will start to stride along the 
midline to the target. This initial movement, characterized by the body moving sideways at the target, has the single 
biggest influence on final pitch velocity. 

Think of the stride as a skater lunge to the side. STAY CLOSED  

In order to produce maximum velocity, a pitcher must move his body faster lunging sideways from the back leg to the front 
leg without stopping or hesitating while keeping his head positioned over the center of the upper body mass from the start 
of the movement until landing. Not knowing this commonly produces the error of the pitcher beginning the drive by leading 
with the front shoulder rather than the hip. 

The stride-foot ankle faces the target as early as possible—and for as long as possible? When the lead leg starts down 
toward landing, it remains bent along midline rather than fully extended or swung around into the landing position.  

The pitcher shouldn't lean his head and trunk back (or curve his body forward) during the stride; he should maintain good 
upright posture throughout this sideways movement. The line of the spine should be vertical even though the head looks 
toward the target while the body is turned sideways. This will ensure the body moves forward as a single unit and 
influences force production maximally. 

 

 



 

The upper body and the head stay at the top center of the widening triangle of the body. It's important to keep the head 
positioned over the center of the upper body mass from the start of the movement until landing. During this step, there is 
no push off the rubber; the body should drift forward. Then once the stride foot has landed and stabilized the body, the hip 
flexors will pull off the back knee forward and inward off from the rubber. 

Early rotation of the hips during the stride can compromise a pitcher's power production. 
There are generally two noticeable mechanical faults that occur when this happens: 

1. First, if a pitcher initially tries to turn his body back toward the outfield in an effort to gain more power before the 
weight shift, he will lose power. Rotation must occur over the front leg, and not the back leg. Any action that 
rotates the body before directing it toward the target wastes effort. 

 

2. Second, if a pitcher does not maintain flat foot ground contact long enough with his back foot, or if he does not 
direct his body sideways so the back foot rolls forward along with back hip, the heel may start to lift indicating a 
premature rotation of the hips.  
 
(Lifting the back heel can also occur if the pitcher swings his lead leg out and around in an arc before landing, 
instead of keeping the stride foot as close to midline as possible.) 

Stride direction 

Measuring from the ball of the back foot directly to home plate, the ball of the stride foot should land within 2-3 inches 
across the midline. This direction helps to keep the front side closed and yet does not overly prevent good hip and trunk 
isolation. 

Stride length 

Measuring from the front edge of the rubber to the toe of the stride foot, the length of the stride is usually close to the 
pitcher’s body height (83±4% of body height). As previously mentioned, stride length is a good indication of how fast a 
pitcher is moving away from the rubber building forward momentum. A long stride is not a problem if the pitcher can get 
his head and shoulders over the lead leg at the time of ball release. If over striding becomes a problem then the pitcher 
will stall upper body mass behind the front knee and never get up and over and therefore kills all power to the release 
point of the throw.   

What is most important, is that the pitcher is able to get his head and shoulders positioned 
over his landing knee at ball release—and braces up for rotation.  

Guys with long strides have the lower-body strength to ride their butt down the mound longer than pitchers with shorter 
strides. 

 

 



 

Back foot placement 

A key element of any pitching delivery is to have the body positioned to the side with the front shoulder and hip pointed at 
the target before leg drive begins. 

This is important: A pitcher should feel the dirt firmly under his back foot and should attempt to keep his entire 
foot parallel to the rubber as long as possible, as if the foot were semi-glued to the ground. 

This will insure that the body will be forced sideways and will not turn or rotate too early over the back leg and hip. 

Back leg drive 

When leg drive is completed, the back leg should be near full extension just before the stride foot turns to land in contact 
with the ground (stride foot contact). 

If the back leg is still flexed then we know that the pitcher was not moving his body fast enough and not focusing on a 
strong leg drive, as a sprinter would do in order to get out of the starting blocks faster. 

Hand break 

 

The hands should break apart (separate) between the chest and the belt near the midline and close to the body. The 
hands should break down, back and up like a pendulum swing. This may have to be adjusted for a pitcher at a particular 
point in his development. Adjust for long arming or short arming may need to be addressed.  

Pitchers should aim to break the hands as late as possible after the lead leg starts downward. This 
can be accomplished by making sure the pitcher shifts his weight toward to the target before he takes 
the ball out of the glove.  

Thumbs down  



 

A late hand break forces pitchers to have a fast hand break. 

In fact, most of the hardest throwers in the big leagues break their hands 35%-40% into their stride—which is very late 
compared to amateur pitchers—but also forces them to have to be very fast with the separation of their hands. This is an 
important timing element because it allows the pitcher's throwing arm to reach the cocked position as late as possible, just 
before arm acceleration begins. The counter action to this, is the possibility of creating arm drag which will put stress on 
the forearm and shoulder. So while the objective is to have a late separation it still has to be functional for achieving the 
proper arm motion to get the elbow up and over with as little stress as possible.   

You don’t want any hesitation of the arm and have it sitting waiting for the pitcher to land. This reduces the amount of 
elastic energy available to help accelerate the arm because he will end up losing velocity. 

Throwing arm action 

When the hands separate, the throwing hand should go down, back, then up toward the cocked position in a continuous 
motion along midline while keeping the fingers on top of the ball. Most important is getting the throwing arm elbow up and 
equal with the shoulder. If the elbow is posted up late or low the pitching motion forces the pitcher to throw up hill and will 
not be positioned to get to the top of the shoulder in order to pull downward on the front side travel. Downward motion as 
the arm travels to the linear release point produces the correct ball flight angle to the receiver. This also prevents arm 
injury and fatigue. The pitcher simply is forced to over work the arm range of motion.  

Throwing arm action and secondary grips  

I base all of my training around a simple theory – less is more. With loading the arm to make a secondary pitch, I will only 
teach that you trust the grip and the wrist flexion. I believe this promotes less injury. Another piece of terminology I believe 
in is teaching that both shoulders should travel together with less separation – opposite of the “Inverted W”. I feel there 
are safer ways to gain torque and momentum and limit arm stress. Mentally approach each pitch with the mindset of 
producing a fastball, and at the release point with proper wrist flexion and grip you’ll produce repeatable consistency and 
late life on ball movement. Slowing the arm down or changing the degree of arm (hooking) tips off the hitter but it simply 
producing inconsistencies and timing issues to the plate.       

Glove arm action 

                

            



                    

 

 

Shoulder Exchange and FINISHING Linear 

Notice on all four pictures how the glove side sets up the shoulder exchange and the pull through 
finish of the glove side elbow – down – NOT OUT – then through the side. The back of the throwing 
shoulder is completely exposed to the receiver. This is a linear finish.  

The glove side is the most under instructed part of the pitching moment. Critical to producing the 
road map for the backside to travel and finish. Good glove arm action helps proper shoulder alignment, trunk arching and 
flexion, and good trunk rotation. Get the glove arm up early while the throwing arm is still down and back. The glove side 
and throwing side should have the same arm profile and flexion. 

There are two basic methods of developing effective glove arm action: 

1. Fire the glove and lead arm towards the plate and following stride foot contact, violently whip the glove and elbow 
down and back outside the lead hip. But do not allow the glove to go far behind the lead hip. 
 

2. Lead the elbow right at the plate, and following stride foot contact, whip the elbow down and back outside 
the lead hip. 

In my judgement the second method is correct. The first motion does NOT allow the front lead shoulder to be 
replaced by the back shoulder quick enough (Shoulder Exchange), or promote continuation of an absolute linear 
release point and arm reach. For the same reason I believe it reduces locating greater ball movement. 

Both of these methods help to create trunk arching, horizontal trunk rotational, and centrifugal forces of the upper body 
which generates arm speed and ball velocity. 

 



 

Shoulder TILT!!!!!!!  

 

 

Another critical part of the arm delivery system is the shoulder tilt. I have never seen a pitcher produce flat shoulders and 
not have a flat pitch to the plate. Shoulder tilt allows the arm mechanics to properly be set-up for achieving good ball flight 
angle to the receiver. On your worst day a fastball traveling on an angled plane to the batter can survive while flat pitches 
will produce batting practice and a Christmas card from the opponent.  

Proper shoulder tilt will also relieve stress on the arm by naturally elevating the shoulder and elbow together instead of the 
elbow fighting to get up and over a flat shoulder.   

 

                   

 



 

Step 6: Stride foot, arm cocking, trunk tilt  

 

Upon stride foot contact, the pitcher should land flat-footed – not on the heel and certainly not on the toe – locking the 
front foot to the mound so that it does not move. Ideally the pitcher's head should be positioned between his two feet. 
More specifically—and especially in high velocity pitchers—you will notice that the pitcher's nose is behind his belly 
button. 

The pitcher’s lead knee should be positioned over or slightly inside of the ankle. This ensures a strong base of 
support. 

The toes should be angled slightly closed about 10°-20°. And the foot should be closed 2-3 inches across the midline, 
measuring from the heel of pivot foot to plate. 

If the pitcher lands with his lead foot too open, it may cause the knee to continue to move and 
finish positioned outside of the ankle, which prevents the knee from bracing up and 
compromising efficient energy transfer to pelvic rotation. 

A closed foot and closed toes help keep the front side closed, creating more rotational forces and power that can be 
applied to a pitch. 

Landing leg position 

As the pitcher’s lead foot gets closer to landing, the back foot will begin to peel away from the rubber as the leg is 
extended.  

Upon firm stride foot placement, the lead leg is flexed at the knee at about a 40°-45° angle. As the trunk is rotated to a 
squared-off throwing position, the lead leg starts to brace up so there is a firm base and a firm front side to rotate up 
against. As this happens, the back leg simultaneously will extend. 

 



Back leg position 

A common problem observed with many pitchers is the back leg still being flexed upon landing. This could be 
caused by a less than explosive first movement away from the rubber which results in a shorter stride and less force 
production. It may also be caused by early rotation when the pitcher does not move his body fully sideways but rotates the 
pelvis before landing. 

Early arm cocking position 

Upon stride foot contact, the pitching hand should be approximately cap high (shoulder is abducted approximately 90° 
with 60° of external rotation) and the hand of a RHP will be slightly closer to third base than the elbow. The hand and 
forearm should be extended back slightly further than the elbow, with fingers on top of the ball. 

 

Hips, trunk and shoulder rotation 

Upon stride foot landing, the front hip is still closed, but rotates open as the back hip moves forward. The front shoulder 
stays closed for milliseconds after the hip opens. The upper body is released like a spring creating tremendous horizontal 
forces. 

Good hip, trunk and shoulder rotation is the result of forward momentum into a long stride. Without forward 
momentum speed, the hips and trunk would rotate much too slowly for adequate velocity. Besides that there is a very 
limited distance for the hips and trunk to rotate through that could rival the building of energy from a long stride. Forward 
momentum is what effects how fast the hips and trunk will rotate. 

 



 

Preventing early rotation 

Since most of a pitcher's power comes from directing the body's forces straight ahead and not from rotational forces, 
rotating early adversely affects power production. Rotation of the pelvis and trunk after the front foot lands and stabilizes 
should be a natural movement if the pitcher is directing all his body's momentum at the target. Any action that rotates the 
body before directing it toward the target wastes effort. 

Early rotation generally occurs for two reasons, both of which compromise a pitcher's power production: 

1. The first happens because of the pitcher initially trying to turn his body back toward the outfield in an effort to gain 
more power before the weight shift. For proper power production, rotation must occur over the front leg, and not 
the back leg. 

2. The second reason is the pitcher does not maintain ground contact long enough with his support foot. If the 
pitcher does not direct his body sideways so the support foot rolls forward along with its hip, the heel may start to 
lift. An early support foot lift indicates premature rotation. Lifting the support heel can also occur if the pitcher 
swings his lead-leg out and around in an arc before landing. 

Remember, it's the bracing action of the lead leg and hip that provides the axis of rotation that the pitcher throws against 
and stops the body from continuing to move forward, allowing the hips, trunk and shoulders to generate tremendous 
horizontal rotation and centrifugal forces which produce great arm and hand speed, and thus velocity. 

With the stride foot planted in position, the pelvis and trunk have a solid base to rotate around. The rotation of the trunk is 
vital in an efficient transfer of kinetic energy (momentum) up through the body to the pitching arm. 

Make sure the stride foot lands slightly to the 3B side (RHP) that for every degree away from the midline between home 
plate and the pitching rubber towards 1B that a RHP plants his foot, a pitcher exerts an extra 46.2 pounds in shoulder 
anterior forces. 

This means that the slightest variation of foot placement could make the difference between a solid pitching performance 
and putting a pitcher's arm at risk of injury. 

                     

 

Keep the front side closed off until back hip fires through – 

separate upper and lower body. 



 

Step 7: Top side rotation  

At this point, the body is ready to rotate and square off. 

RHPs will have the ball cap high and above, with the throwing elbow slightly below the shoulder, and the forearm nearly 
perpendicular to the ground with the palm of the hand facing the shortstop. 

LHPs palm hand faces the second baseman. 

The wrist is extended back slightly in a loaded position. 

The action of the front (non-throwing) arm during the throwing action will be opposite of the throwing arm in that it travels 
in a down-forward-and-up motion. 

This action efficiently counter balances the body and will provide the needed leverage to effectively assist the throwing 
shoulder as it accelerates forward in preparation to release toward home plate. 

During arm cocking, the pelvis rotates followed by upper trunk rotation. The shoulder externally rotates and the trunk 
arches (arched back/chest thrusts forward). 

Lead arm action is important here. 

The key is to have the glove pulled in prior to trunk rotation so that trunk rotation occurs at normal speed. If the glove is 
left out too far it could slow trunk rotation. This would be similar to what a skater does when doing fast rotations of the 
entire body... 

When the hands are pulled in to the body, the skater is able to turn much faster. The hands out away from the body would 
slow down rotation. 

                  
Bad form, glove dropped preventing tight upper cylinder.                Perfect Glove position, tight upper cylinder.  

 



 

Step 8: Maximum external rotation 

 

As the hips, trunk and shoulders rotate and square off to the plate, the shoulder externally rotates. 

Maximum external rotation (MER)—or "forearm lay back"—is when the throwing forearm is as close as possible to 
horizontal to the ground during the end of the arm cocking phase and the beginning of the ball acceleration phase of the 

pitching delivery. 

                            

The throwing elbow should be positioned above the non-throwing shoulder during trunk rotation. 

The hips and trunk should be facing the target when the throwing arm lays back. 

MER in high velocity pitchers is approximately 180°, while elbow flexion is approximately 90°. The greater the external 
rotation of the throwing shoulder, the higher a pitcher's velocity. 

The kinetic chain from the back leg to the hand in MER will demonstrate a reverse “C” position demonstrated in the 
picture at right. 

 



 

Based upon studies that looked at the differences between high velocity pitchers and low velocity pitchers, the high 
velocity group had significantly greater shoulder external rotation during the arm-cocking phase compared to the low 
velocity group. 

This implies that for the high velocity group, the throwing shoulder externally rotated through a greater range of motion 
during the arm cocking phase. 

This is important because applying force and accelerating the ball over a greater distance enhances ball velocity. 

There's a study that looked into maximum external rotation (MER) a few years ago that compared MER of > 90 mph 
throwers and 80 mph > throwers. The hard throwing group was able to get their arms back into 179 degrees of rotation 
whereas the slow group could only get 166.3 degrees. 

Greater amounts of external rotation allow you to throw harder because you generate more of a stretch reflex in your 
internal rotators which act like springs allowing your arm to rotate forward at an incredibly fast rate. 

Another reason why more external rotation allows you to throw harder is that you are creating a bigger range of motion 
which means that you have more time to add force -- your muscles take time to build up force so by creating a bigger 
range of motion you give yourself a little bit of extra time to add an extra mph or two. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Step 9: Arm acceleration 

Once the shoulder has reached maximum external rotation, the elbow leads forward and the forearm and hand then fires 
forward, coming outside the elbow. 

The elbow extends followed by shoulder internal rotation as the front knee extends. 

The trunk goes from extension to flexion, and the arm and hand accelerate to the release point. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Step 10: Release        

                                                                                                                

            

As the hand comes parallel to and crosses the trunk and face, the wrist snaps from an extended back to a neutral position 
at release. 

The fingers are right behind and on top of the ball, and angled outward close to 45°. 

The body flexes at the waist over a braced front leg. 

Upon release, the hand and arm will naturally pronate as the arm starts to decelerate. 

Arm slot 

Should I change a pitcher's arm slot? 

When it comes to arm slots, pitchers should do what's natural. 

Coaches may be better off focusing on keeping the eyes level and preventing too much body lean and letting the pitcher 
figure out what arm position feels most natural, which is going to be different for everyone. 

Changing arm slot requires a change in posture which can have other consequences (e.g., can cause timing problems, 
can pull the release point back and raise it up, etc.). I personally believe that after a pitcher has thrown at the HS level his 
arm slot is set and altering it could cause a greater opportunity for injury.  

When the ball is released properly, the following actions should be observed: 

1. Head is directly over the stride leg. 
2. As the throwing arm moves forward, the throwing elbow should be even or slightly higher than the throwing 

shoulder. 
3. Elbow snaps to full extension. 
4. Wrist is straight and firm behind the ball on all breaking pitches. 
5. Fingers stay on the top of the ball on all pitches. 
6. Throwing shoulder, arms, and upper torso extend forward towards home plate. 
7. Back foot comes off the rubber to complete the weight transfer from the back foot to the front foot. 



 

Foot drag 

                     

 

In the two phots above showing Lincecum and Kershaw the back foot is in a transaction phase. Lincecum’s foot 
is still powering out to make the drive while Kershaw’s foot has rotated through and is now in the drag position. 
This simple transition is a key factor in rotating and balancing the back hip through. This action should be 
duplicated and practiced a great deal with the chair drill to feel the hip roll over. Start with the back foot sideways 
then roll the foot to a laces down position on the chair. Once a pitcher feels the control over this one action it can 
make a huge difference in controlling momentum down the mound to stride foot.   

Another action with the back foot is to use it to slow down velocity on the change up. If the back toe drags hard 
into the mound this will slow the hip rotation down – slowing down the momentum to the plate and forces the top 
side to travel down and out in a more linear finish with better reach on the release of the palm to the plate.  

Dragging the back foot is the result of a pitcher's explosive hip and trunk rotation, which is the result of a pitcher's 
aggressive speed of movement away from the rubber. 

The dragline indicates the location of the spine at release. Optimally this line should end on the imaginary midline leading 
from the middle of the pitching rubber to the middle of home plate. A lack of a drag indicates lack of proper use of the lead 
hip in the leg lift and thrust phase of the initial leg lift, in conjunction with minimal use of forward momentum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Step 11: Arm deceleration 

 

This is the time of great force and stress in the posterior should muscles. 

There should be a long smooth continuous arc of deceleration and a transfer of forces onto the major muscle groups of 
the trunk and legs. After ball release, the throwing arm continues to internally rotate, leaving the forearm in a pronated 
position. Pronation after release happens in all overhead throws – straight throws, curve balls, etc. The arm horizontally 
adducts in front of the chest. The trunk continues to tilt forward and the back leg steps forward. 

A pitcher with an abbreviated deceleration and follow-through may not be using his body to dissipate the energy produced 
in throwing; this may lead to excessive force in the shoulder and elbow. 

During arm deceleration, the shoulder rotates internally and the front knee extension continues. The trunk tilts forward. A 
pitcher with an abbreviated deceleration and follow-through may not be using his body to dissipate the energy produced in 
throwing; this may lead to excessive force in the shoulder and elbow. 

The red line indicates the arm path that a change-up might take based upon pronouncing the wrist action for flipping the 
grip. Typical longhorn or three finger grips used to produce a change-up would travel the yellow path. If the change-up is 
flipped on the release then the back toe can drag the ground slowing the back hip travel. This will force the upper body to 
have more extension to the plate and slow the travel of the lower body down producing a slower speed of ball travel. This 
method of toe use is only for the pitcher that is struggling to remove speed from the change-up and hasn’t perfected a 
deeper setup for the ball location in the hand. A deeper grip will add friction to the ball forcing it to decrease speed.      

 

 

 

 



 

Step 12: Maximum internal rotation 

 

This event marks the end of the arm cocking phase where shoulder and elbow kinetics are at their peak prior to the 
acceleration of the pitching arm. 

It is important to note that sore shoulders usually occur during the deceleration phase of the throwing motion. 

This is due to stronger muscle groups accelerating the arm than decelerating it. Shoulder stress can be minimized by 
stressing proper weight transfer and follow-through mechanics during the pitching delivery. 

Flat back position 

The action of the trunk flexing forward has proven to be a large contributor to pitching velocity. 

Once the ball is released the trunk should continue to flex forward parallel to the ground; the lower back flexes to a "flat 
back" position in preparation for stress absorption necessitated by the deceleration of the throwing arm. 

The flexing of the trunk forward will lift the drive or back leg off the ground as a counterbalance. 

This insures that the arm takes on less stress. 

Make sure he is not upright when he releases the ball, which indicates he is moving too slowly, and that produces a short 
stride. 

Remember, short strides kill velocity and being upright at ball release is more stressful on the arm. 

 

 



 

Step 13: Follow-through - critical to preventing injury  

 

The body weight is brought onto the braced lead leg and the throwing shoulder should come down over the lead leg with 
the hand and arm finishing down outside the lead leg shin. 

The glove should be brought back in front of the body quickly to protect the pitcher and help field his position. 

To save energy, and to help maintain a good visual perception of the plate, the pitcher should just get back up on the 
mound when receiving the return throw from the catcher. 

This allows him to stay in a good pitching rhythm. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


